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Abstract 
In order to calculate the instantaneous dam-break maximum discharge Qm, the relationship of Qm with Qweir was built 
by the equality theory of the weir flow to wave flow. Theory deduction obtained the same new common formula that 
may compute whole dam-break, horizontal partial dam-break, vertical partial dam-break and both horizontal and 
vertical partial dam-break. This paper gave a basic common formula and a maximum common formula, a minimum 
common formula and a general common formula, and so on. The new common formulas indicated that the 
instantaneous dam-break flow also associated with the weir type. It may unify the instantaneous dam-break flow and 
overtopping or gradually dam-break flood flow with the weir flow calculation formula. It also unified their 
corresponding coefficient. Their corresponding coefficient values were based on the experimental confirmation and 
classics Ok. So the formulas coefficient values have a reliable guarantee, both the calculation formula and its 
coefficient values of the instantaneous dam-break maximum discharge are unified with weir flow. The general 
common formula of rationality is analyzed. The general common formula is also verified by the dam-break events at 
home and abroad that is best. 
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Dam-break flood, that has been sudden and harmful [1], has been researched by many scholars [2]. 
Current instantaneous dam-break flood calculation formula is more [3], but on the one hand calculation 
results have larger differences, on the other hand calculation value is very large. So, how were a formula 
selected rightly? It nagged dam-break flood calculators in all along. This article is written by the authors 
undertake a project of Research on the Dam-break and its risks scope [4] in the near date. 
2. Theoretical basis  
In accordance with the wave of movement laws and water balance, reverse negative wave flow 
discharge Qb should always equal to weir flow discharge Qy from the beginning to the end of dam-break 
flood [5], namely Qy ≡ Qb. That is as shown in Figure 1 (a). 
According to hydraulic [5], weir flow discharge Qy formula is written as 
1 3/ 2 1/ 2 / 2
y y y y 0 y 0 0Q = A A m 2gh = A k 2gh kb 2gh                                                                     (1) 
Where k= m  is multiplicated by discharge coefficient m, submerge coefficient   and sides contract 
coefficient  . The b is breach width, Ay is breach flow area, 
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, g is acceleration of gravity. Their signs show as Figure 1.  
Negative wave flow discharge Qb equals that negative wave velocity b
  multiplicative flow area Ab [6], 
because wave velocity formal is b = gH . Wave flow discharge Qb formula is written as  
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Where b  is wave cross section a point water-depth negative wave velocity, b  is wave cross section 
average wave velocity, Ab is wave cross section area , H is front dam water-depth, 
'h  is weir height, h  is 
weir water-depth. Their signs show as Figure 1. 
 
Fig. 1. Wave flow ties with weir flow while part dam-break 
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While dam-break happens, negativity wave travels toward upstream of the reservoir zone and because 
of water gravity the breach outflow (namely weir flow) travels downstream. In accordance with the 
principle of water balance and water flow continuously, Qy≡Qb. Therefore, in theory, you may solve both 
formal (2) and formula (1) for discharge process. 
Because reservoir zone is Canyon-type or Lake-type, area is small reservoir or large reservoir, water-
depth is deep or shallow, and so on; to solve together formula (2) and formula (1) is complex. This paper 
only solves the earliest dam-break flow discharge that is instantaneous dam-break maximum discharge, 
because both H and h is highest. 
At beginning dam-break instantaneous, the breach-area water is only disturbanced and formed original 
water-waves, shown as figure 1 (b). Because instantaneous dam-break area Ab equal that total breach area 
A subtractive weir flow area Ay. So instantaneous dam-break maximum discharge Qm is solved by formula 
(2) and formula (1). 
3. Derivation new common formulas for the calculation Qm  
3.1. Basic common formula and maximum value common formula of derivation   
In general, a breach shape was  and 0
'B b h  , namely both horizontal and vertical partial dam-break. 
B was dam-length at water level in reservoir. At beginning dam-break instantaneous, formula (2) and 
formula (1) were shown as 
3/2 3/2
02g 2gyQ m b h kb h                                                                                                      (3) 
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Because of Qm=Qy=Qb, formula (3) and formula (4) were shown as 
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Formula (6) is Qm basic common formula. 
This gave Qweir  that it is a formula of total water head weir flow discharge. It was shown as 
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                                                                                                                                                                   (7) 
Formula (7) would be substituted into formula (6), then the relationship of Qm with Qweir is shown as 
formula (8). 
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Because h was an intermediate variable, and formula (8) required trial calculation, it was hoped that 
formula does not contain this variable, and there is: 
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So  Qm  is the biggest value that is shown as formula (10)  
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3.2. Minimum value common formula and general common formula of derivation   
When '( )h d H h  , it would be substituted into formula (8), , and there was: 
weir'
2
(1 ) 2 33 2+ -3
2
mQ Qd hk k
d H


 （ ）
                                                                                                                      (11) 
If there was the following (12), you have the corresponding (13) was established, that is, d and k are 
required (13): 
(1 ) 2 -3 0d k
d

                                                                                                                                                                                           (12) 
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According to reference [6], when whole dam-body broken that water-depth on the breach was stable to 
2
0
1 4(2 )
9 9
h gH V H
g
   , then part dam-body broken that water-depth on the breach was 
'4 ( )
9
h H h  .When water supply is sufficient, water-depth on the weir was '( )h H h  . So 
4 / 9 1d  .Then formula (12) required 0 0.589k  . In addition, for instantaneous dam-break, the 
total energy is constant when outflow discharge is the biggest, the water-depth on the weir is the lowest 
that the d is the 4/9 or slightly higher, reflecting the characteristics of dam-break water flow contraction 
strength. 
According to Hydraulics, actual k belongs to 0.32 0.462k  , So formula (12) and formula (13) were 
right. Then formula (11) is shown as 
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mQ  general common formula is shown as  
2
3 2m
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k
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                                                                                                                                                          (15) 
When '( )h d H h  , according to formula (1) and (7) was shown as  
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According to Hydraulics： m y bQ Q Q  ，then Qm minimum value common formula is shown as  
8
27m
Q Q weir                                                                                                                                       (19) 
Summary formula（10）,（15）and (19) ，the relationship is shown as： 
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When there is approach velocity-head, the formula (20) is shown as: 
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In engineering, mQ  general common formula is shown as 
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4. Rationality analysis  
4.1. Parameters and coefficients of value reliability analysis  
Difference in both weirQ  and yQ ： weirQ  of water-head is 'H h , that  is total water-head on weir. yQ  of 
water-head is h, which is instantaneous water-depth on weir. The relationship is shown as formula (9), 
namely 'H h h （ ） . 
Compare with other formulas: in the (experience) other formulas, instantaneous partial dam-break 
maximum discharge calculation formulas were always mended instantaneous total dam-break maximum 
discharge theory formula by breach. This only considered river of shape (total dam-break) for boundary 
and breach side, but almost are no consider breach-weir shape and rough degree, therefore, these formulas 
did not consider effect factors enough full. Weir flow experiments [8] tell us that broad-crested weir flow 
coefficient was very differ with thin-wall flow, the submerged flow and the free flow difference is large. 
The common formulas have always fully considered in the weir flow coefficient, trail water submerge and 
sides contraction. These coefficients of the physical meaning are clear. So this paper common formulas 
are accord with hydraulic natural law and more scientific and rational. 
Because difference types weir of weirQ  formulas and their coefficients value (e.g. m, σ , ε ) are focusing 
on different references, and there is a wide range of experimental data and observed data validation is 
governed by classical work, is universally used and tested in practice. Therefore, this article formulas and 
coefficient is reliable and accurate, and these will ensure that the result of the common formulas is reliable 
and accurate. 
Because mQ  formulas include weirQ , and weirQ  is also used to compute gradual dam-break flow discharge. 
mQ  common formulas are unified into weir formula, and the value of the corresponding coefficients are 
also unified into different weir type’s coefficient values. Calculation mQ of complex problems is changed 
into simple weir of classical hydraulics. So, these common formulas are simple for form, convenient for 
calculation and easy to understand. 
4.2. With total dam-break the theoretical formula anastomosis 
When total dam-break happened, namely b=B and ' 0h  .The weir type belongs un-ridge broad crested 
weir, flow coefficient is 0.385 [7]. Other coefficient values are 1. Then formula (10) or formula (22) is 
shown as  
3/2 3/2 3/22*0.385 8g 0.2997 g g
273*0.385 2m
Q BH BH BH  

                                        (23) 
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Ritter had derived total dam-break theorial formula Qm that is shown as  
2/3
27
8 BHgQm                                                                                                                  (24) 
So formula (23) and theoretical formula (24) has exactly the same. 
4.3. With the United States modified formula Waterways Experiment Station 
The United States modified formula Waterways Experiment Station is shown as 
0.28 ' 30
0'
0
4 2 ( ) 2 ( )    
27 ( )m
BHQ b g H h
b H h
 

                                                                                   (25) 
From the formal point of view, both the common formulas and formula (25) are total water-head of 1.5 
power. But formula (25) came from total dam-break formula, and did not considered weir flow coefficient 
from weir shapes and surface roughness. 
4.4. With the other books of examples  
Comparing with the results of both Dam-break hydraulics (XIE Renzhi, page 54) and computing 
hydraulics (Wuhan Institute of Water Conservancy and Hydropower, second press page 629) are shown as 
[E.g.] There has a dam on the wide 250m rectangular channel. Before the dam happens break that 
downstream of the starting state is uniform flow, Q0=720m3/s, n=0.0275, i=0.0009, h2=1.8m, v2=1.6m/s, 
H0=10.8m dam upstream water depth, as shown in Figure 2. Test for hydraulic calculation of dam-break 
water flow.  
 
Fig. 2.  An example in other books  
Above works calculated instantaneous peak flow of dam is 8227m3/s respectively the former, latter 
8530m3/s.  
Formula (10) or formula (22), because total dam-break belongs without broad crested Weir, the flow 
coefficient of 0.385, the weir flow discharge as 15130m3/s, then the instantaneous dam-break maximum 
discharge Qm is 8328 m3/s. So this paper common formula of results between the two books that the 
common formula result is reasonable. 
5. Actual dam-break events for verification  
5.1. Malpsset dam-break  
The Malpsset dam was located in a narrow gorge of the Reyran river in the Department of Var. 
approximately 12 km upstream of Frejus, a resort community on the French Riviera [9]. It was a double 
curvature arch of 66 m maximum height, with crest length B of 222.7 m and thickness that varied from 
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1.55 to 6.77 m. The maximum capacity was meant to be 51x106 m3. The dam, that had built and filled in 
1954, failed explosively at night in December 1959, more precisely on the 2nd at 9 h 20 pm. While 
reservoir water level was 100.12 m. 
According to the actual breach measurement results[10] known, the breach was total area of 7376.9m2, 
top width of 204.8m, average depth of 46.5m, base width 112.5m, caused average width b was 158.64m. 
The breach was minimum bottom elevation 56.05m, weir top thickness δ was 5.54m. The dam water depth 
h was 58.12 m. The remaining dam high 
'h  was 14.05 m. The breach weir full water head 
'H h  was 
44.07 m. So δ/ (
'H h )=0.12<0.5, the breach weir belonged thin wall weir type. 
Table1 Comparing the instantaneous dam-break maximum discharge of all formulas in Malpsset dam 
Formula 
name 
formula 
(22) 
formula 
(10) 
USA 
waterway 
Broad 
weir 
DAMB 
-REK 
Xie 
renzhi 
Ritter 
(Total break) 
Schok 
litch 
Rail 
way 
Yellow 
River 
Qm/(m3.s-1) 47857 57507 50089 67446 60415 36192 65233 41413 36339 71317 
Error/(m3.s-1) 2857 12506 5088 22445 15414 -8809 20233 -3588 -8662 26317 
Relative error/% 6.3 27.7 11.3 49.8 34.2 -19.6 44.9 -8 -19.3 58.4 
Its weir flow coefficient (including sides contain coefficient) m0 was computed by Bazin (1898 year) 
formula [5] that is '2 2
0 '
0.0030.405 0.03 1 0.55( ) ( )B b b H hm
B B HH h
   
        
. So m0 was 0.4601, Qweir  was 94565 m3/s. 
According to a general common formula (22) Qm  was 47900 m3/s, that was more 2900 m3/s than actual 
measure 45000 m3/s[9], the relative error for 6.3%<10%,  comparing other formulas values was the best. 
These were shown as table 1. 
5.2. Xiaozhaizi dam-break  
The Xiaozhaizi reservoir is located in Luliping town of Danjiangkou city. The reservoir controls’ rain-
area is 33 km2. The dam is single concrete thin arch dam, height 16 m, base width 1.5m, top width 0.6m, 
crest centre angle 1300. At dam crest arc length B is 73.6m. The reservoir is total capacity 0.29x106m3, 
completion on December 28, 1997.  The dam-break happens on March 8, 1998. The dam is not high, but it 
is a very representative on the majority of rural water projects. That dam-break belonged a rare 1:1 model 
experiment, is dam-break studies good typical examples. 
Table 2.  Comparing the instantaneous dam-break maximum discharge of all formulas in Xiaozhaizi dam 
Formula 
name 
formula 
(22) 
formula 
(10) 
USA 
waterway 
Broad 
weir 
DAMB 
-REK 
Xie 
renzhi 
Ritter 
(Total break) 
Schok 
litch 
Rail 
way 
Yellow 
River 
Qm/(m3.s-1) 887 1330 1109 1339 1328 745 2815 633 1032 1641 
Error/(m3.s-1) 47 490 268 499 487 -95 1974 -207 191 801 
Relative error/% 5.5 58.3 31.9 59.4 57.9 -11.4 235 -24.7 22.7 95.3 
According to the actual breach measurement results known, the breach was minimum bottom elevation 
172.58m, average bottom elevation 174m. Downstream trail water level was 166m, reservoir water level 
was 168m. So submerged coefficient was 1. The breach width was that dam-break water level was 70.3m, 
that weir top was 40.69m, both average b is 55.51m. The breach weir top thickness δ was 1.38m, dam 
water depth h was 14.4m. The remaining dam high 'h  was 8m. The breach weir full water head 'H h  
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was 6.4m. Soδ / ( 'H h ) =0.216<0.5, the breach weir belonged thin wall weir type. Its weir flow 
coefficient (including sides contain coefficient) m0 was computed by Bazin (1898 year) formula [5] that is 
'
2 2
0 '
0.0030.405 0.03 1 0.55( ) ( )B b b H hm
H h B B H
   
        
. So m0 was 0.4227, Qweir  was 1682m3/s. According to a 
general common formula (22) Qm  was 887 m3/s, that was more 47 m3/s than actual measure 840 m3/s, the 
relative error for 5.5% <10%, comparing other formulas values was the best. These were shown as table 2. 
6. Conclusion 
(1) Based on the Weir flow and wave flow, the relationship of the instantaneous dam-break maximum 
flow discharge Qm and Weir QWeir is first established. Because mQ  formulas include weirQ , and weirQ  is 
also used to compute gradual dam-break flow discharge. mQ  common formulas are unified into weir 
formula, and the value of the corresponding coefficients are also unified into different weir type’s 
coefficient values. Calculation mQ of complex problems is changed into simple weir of classical 
hydraulics. So, these common formulas are simple for form, convenient for calculation and easy to 
understand. 
(2) The basic formula (6) Qm is derived. It is a common formula that may compute whole dam-break, 
horizontal partial dam-break, vertical partial dam-break and both horizontal and vertical partial dam-break. 
A maximum common formula (10), a minimum common formula (19) and a general common formula (22) 
are also derived. So formula (22) is often selected, and formula (22) is used in engineering. 
(3) These common formulas fully consider lots influences that are flow coefficient, trail water 
submerge and sides contraction, etc. These coefficients have very clear physical meaning, these common 
formulas have more hydraulic natural and more scientific reasonable. Each coefficient values are 
grounded by extensive experimental confirmation and classic works. So these common formulas and 
coefficients values are reliable and accurate. 
(4) These common formulas results are more reasonable by analysis. 
(5) Actual dam-break events have verified that the general common formula is the best. 
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